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Presidential Musings
Sometimes you have to stand
up for what you believe in:
stand up to be counted,
no matter what the cost to
yourself.
We have just had the festival
of Purim in which Esther did
just that. Despite the possible
consequences to herself, she took her courage in
both hands and approached the king, uninvited,
at the risk of her life, to save her people. As a
side note, Vashti also stood by her principles and
refused to appear naked in front of a bunch of men.
She suffered the consequences of that principled
action.
It is with great regret that I have to report that
Mannie Gross and Jim Beck have decided that
they must resign from the Board. Elisabeth
Holdsworth has resigned from both House of
Study and the Zoom tech team. There have been
many discussions about internet security over the
last few months, and they are all concerned that
using YouTube might be construed as a security
risk and, therefore, exclude some members of
our community, so have stood up for what they
believe in and have resigned. It is a great loss to
us. Mannie has been our IT manager among other
roles for many years and we have come to count
on him. Both Mannie and Elisabeth have run Zoom
since it began a year ago. That includes weekly
Shabbat and festival services, as well as other
meetings. I hope we can find someone else to fill
those roles.
The story of Esther shows that we can do many
things we don’t always know we can until we are
asked to step up. LBC runs on volunteers. I know
many people think “oh, I don’t know how to do
that” so, even though they are interested, they
don’t volunteer because they aren’t confident. But
everyone has to start somewhere. I recall many
long years ago trying to write my very first essay
for Uni on a Commodore 64. A fairly steep learning
curve, but I’m sure many of you also were nervous
when first using a computer and now it is second
nature.

the Board that is responsible to the community,
and runs the Centre as best it can. Please consider
standing for the Board at the AGM which will be
held on 30th May. If you are considering that,
please feel free to speak to any current member of
the Board and find out what is involved.
It is nice that as we approach Pesakh we are having
a taste of “Covid freedom” and are beginning to
resume life as we used to know it, albeit with some
changes. We must still remember to social distance
and handwash - not that handwashing is anything
new! It is exciting that this year we can have our
Pesakh seder together. Last year Rabbi Jonathan
was kind enough to share his seder with our
members and this showed us what was possible
with Zoom. The IT team and Rabbi Jonathan have
done an excellent job with utilizing this to enable us
to offer activities and to enable us to maintain our
community links.
While we are delighted with the use of the internet
to keep us together and keep the Centre and its
activities as open and inclusive as possible, I must
remind you all that anything that is published on
the internet stays there. We always need to be
concerned with our privacy and security. Let us
each be reminded to check social media settings so
that we do not put ourselves or our family at risk.
You may have seen Dvir Abramovich on television
recently. He is another who stands up for what he
believes in. The rise in anti-Semitism and neoNazism is very worrying, but I believe the state
government’s action in banning the display of neoNazi symbols is a good step in the right direction.

Keep safe and take care.
Gillian Lubansky, LBC President

We need volunteers for all sorts of activities. You
don’t have to give a lot of time. It depends on how
much time you have to give. Join a Group, and
get involved that way. Some Groups meet once a
month, others more or less often. Even as a one-off
for a particular activity.
Another way you can volunteer is to join the Board
which is always looking for new members. Is there
something you think we can do better? Do you
want to help move us into the future? The Board,
which is going to change its name to ‘Committee
of Management’ due to new legal requirements,
is the focus of management and governance. It is
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THE PROFILE PACKING TEAM
HARD AT WORK

FROM THE RABBI
Planning for the New Jewish
Normal at LBC!
Several years ago, Progressive
Judaism Victoria was considering
developing a set of clear
statements or a ‘Platform’ about
what we are, what we believe and
what we do.
Such summaries have been
useful over the years – perhaps
the most famous being
Maimonides’ 13 Principles of
Faith, on which the Yigdal prayer
and song are based (Mishkan
T’filah page 628/629). Since
Judaism is a developing religion
– as are all religions, of course
- our beliefs and emphases
vary over time – we call this
‘Progressive Revelation’, as we
would like to believe that we
understand a little better the
plan for the universe year by
year and Torah cycle by Torah
cycle. Therefore, note that we
reject the last of Maimonides’
fundamental principles - a
belief in physical resurrection
of the body – replacing it
with a statement that we
each have eternal life planted
within us. Maimonides is of
course nowadays considered
‘mainstream orthodoxy’ but in
his time some accused him of
being a radical and even burned
his books.
Within Progressive Judaism and
predominantly in the US we
have had a series of ‘Platforms’,
with the Pittsburgh Platform
of 1885 and The Columbus
Platform of 1937, and more
recently attempts to condense
the essence of Progressive
Judaism in San Francisco in
1976, Miami in 1997 and back
to Pittsburgh in 1999. As with
liturgy, one platform builds on
the next, whilst also refining
or removing what no longer
seems to be relevant or helpful.
And so I have tried to draft a

Rabbinic Reflection
platform for us, based on the
1999 version of Pittsburgh. Of
course Australia is not the US,
and we are already 22 years
later. It has been traditional
to base such documents on
the three bases of God, Torah
and Israel – and of course,
each of those terms is open to
a range of interpretations and
understandings. From mature,
worldly and spiritual individuals
to intelligent eleven-year-old
girls, many Jews have told me
they are atheist or agnostic,
but on deeper discussion, their
understanding of the ‘spirit of
the universe’ is rarely dissimilar
to what I mean when I say or
read or write the short-hand
term ‘God’. It has become clear
that our traditional prayers are
seen as very ‘God-centric’ and I
am exploring ways of addressing
this, so that the prayers can
assist people to do what Judaism
intends – to help make us better
people and help us make a
better world – rather than them
becoming an obstacle to those
goals. Our Siddur contains many
wonderful and powerful pieces
and we need to help people to
access, contemplate and enjoy
them.
Many words in Judaism have
multiple meanings, sometimes
quite different, and you often
need to know the context in
which they are used. ‘God’ is
definitely one – Torah is another.
Torah is the first five books of
the Hebrew Bible, often called
the ‘Five Books of Moses’ though
we know that Moses didn’t
write them all! But sometimes
people say Torah and mean the
entire Hebrew Bible – nearly
forty books of it covering nearly
2000 years. And sometimes
they mean all of Jewish learning
and scholarship. How do we
view Torah – is it ‘true’? Where
did it come from – and when?
And then there is ‘Israel’. Many

people assume
we are
talking about
the State,
founded in
1948 – and
we might be.
But way back in
biblical times, Jacob struggles
with an angel and is renamed
‘Israel’ – one who struggles with
God. Therefore Jacob’s children
become the ‘Children of Israel’
– the Israelites – and eventually
therefore all Jews. When we
say ‘Sh’ma Yisrael’, that is what
we mean: ‘Listen up, Jewish
people’! Then it is the land they
are promised – and eventually,
after the kingdom splits when
King Solomon dies, it becomes
the formal name of the northern
kingdom – Israel. And of course,
in 1948 it is finally given to the
new Jewish state. So please
have a careful read of the twelve
sections (one for each tribe!) and
let me know your thoughts.
But what does this exercise
mean for LBC as we start to
emerge from the shock and
challenge of the past year?
It is clear that we will not
immediately be back to normal.
Many people, especially older
ones, will continue to be more
cautious about going out.
Others may be anxious about
maintaining their membership
as they may be out of work, or
earning less, especially in this
very low interest environment,
or aware that another shock
could come along to disturb
their income. Yet others may be
able to put more resources into
supporting the community that
they now realise more than ever
is so important and precious to
them. Although it is lovely to
be back at shul in person, and
see each other with peripheral
vision instead of only within the
confines of the screen, it is also
amazing how we have been able
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RABBINIC REFLECTION ... continued
to use the technology to ‘take the shul to the community’ both for services and study, making it accessible
to those who find it hard or impossible to get to us.
We are reminded when we read the platforms that Judaism is about action – it is not only contemplative
and reflecting. We see our tasks as caretakers of the world, servants of the spirit of the universe. When we
read Torah and liturgy, we need to put prayer into action, whether it is to work for justice for the earth, its
animals, for disempowered people.
The new Committee to be elected at the AGM at the end of May will be working to set a clear path for LBC’s
new normal. Looking at the ‘Twelve tribes’ (Key points) of the platform opposite, I would suggest ’10
statements’ to work towards:

1

Reminded every day of our vulnerability, and grateful for our lives and our health, we finite beings
seek to feel and serve the infinite, the spirit of the universe.

2

We love and engage and grapple with Torah in its widest sense, ancient to modern, recognising it
as a human attempt to understand how we are supposed to act & be.

3

We are Israel, inheritors of a rich tradition of 4000 years, continuing the struggle to make the
right choices for ourselves, our people & our world for today & the future.

4

We are committed to the right of the State of Israel to exist in safety and security, recognising the
challenges it faces and rejoicing in its remarkable accomplishments.

5

We aim to offer a spiritual home for all who share these goals, welcoming Jews, from youngest to
oldest, helping them to be a part of our community without obstacle.

6

We are committed to treat all people, genders, religions & races as welcome equals.

7

We will welcome all faiths, & share, learn from & celebrate difference and diversity.

8

We welcome all who wish to join the Jewish people, and will help and support them.

9

We aim to provide warm, meaningful services and informed and enjoyable activities.

10

We seek to put ‘prayer into practice’, helping bring nearer the time of perfection depicted in our
tradition as the ‘messianic age’, doing what we can as individuals & as a community to engage in
matters of concern locally & more widely (Tikkun Olam).

May these 10 short statements spark debate and discussion and help to guide LBC to the rich, dynamic,
meaningful and thriving new normal. Ken y’hi ratzon.
Rabbi Jonathan Keren-Black

RABBI JONATHAN TAKES THE TIME
TO SMELL THE BEAUTIFUL ROSES IN
THE LBC COURTYARD, WHICH BERN
BOAS GAVE TO REMEMBER HIS FIRST
WIFE ROSE, AND WHICH FLOURISHED
DURING THE LOCKDOWN.
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A PLATFORM FOR PROGRESSIVE JUDAISM – KEY POINTS

A Platform for Progressive Judaism
– Key points
1) God. We affirm the reality
and oneness of the spirit of the
universe, even as we may differ in
our understanding of the divine
presence we commonly call ‘God’.
We affirm this spirit to be eternal
and far beyond body or gender.
2) Covenant. We affirm that
the Jewish people is bound
by a developing and eternal
b’rit, covenant, as reflected
in our varied understandings
of Creation, Revelation and
Redemption.
3) Equal. We affirm that every
human being is created b’tzelem
Elohim, in the ‘image of God’, and
that therefore every human life is
sacred and of equal value.
4) We trust in our tradition’s
promise that, although we are all
created as finite beings, the spirit
within us is eternal. Finite living
beings comprise infinite atoms
of the universe, animated by the
infinite spirit of the universe.
5) We regard with reverence
all of creation, and recognize
our human responsibility for its
preservation and protection.
6) We have faith that, in spite of
the unspeakable evils committed
against our people and others,
the partnership between the
spirit of the universe and
humanity will ultimately prevail.
7) We affirm that Torah is the
foundation from which the
framework of Jewish life has
developed. We cherish the
truths revealed in Torah, our
people’s unfolding understanding
and accounts of our ongoing
relationship with the spirit of the
universe.
8) We are committed to the array
of mitzvot, sacred obligations,
ethical and ritual. Some of

these mitzvot have long been
observed by most Jews; others,
both ancient and modern,
demand renewed attention as
the result of the unique context
of our own times. We encourage
educated choice and the test of
appropriateness to those that
address us as individuals and as
a community: ‘Does this enhance
the spiritual content of my life/
day/week?’.
9) We ‘bring Torah into the
world’ when we seek to sanctify
the times and places of our
lives through regular home and
congregational observance.
Shabbat calls us to bring the
highest moral values to our
daily labour and to culminate
the workweek with kedushah,
holiness, menukhah, rest and
oneg, joy. The High Holy Days
call us to account for our deeds
and to resolve to change. The
Festivals enable us to celebrate
with joy our people’s religious
journey in the context of the
changing seasons. The days
of remembrance remind us of
the tragedies and the triumphs
that have shaped our people’s
historical experience both in
ancient and modern times. And
we mark the milestones of our
personal journeys with traditional
and creative rites that reveal the
holiness in each stage of life.
10) We bring Torah into the
world when we strive to fulfill
the highest ethical mandates
in our relationships with others
and with all creation. Seeing
ourselves as partners with the
spirit of the universe in tikkun
olam, repairing the world, we are
called to help bring nearer the
time of perfection depicted in our
tradition as the ‘messianic age’.
We seek dialogue and joint action
with people of other faiths in the
hope that together we can bring

peace, freedom and justice to our
world. We are obligated to pursue
tzedek, justice and righteousness,
and to narrow the gap between
the affluent and the poor, to
act against discrimination and
oppression, to pursue peace, to
welcome the stranger, to protect
the earth’s biodiversity and
natural resources, and to redeem
those in physical, economic and
spiritual bondage. In so doing, we
reaffirm social action and social
justice as a central prophetic
focus of Jewish belief and
practice. We affirm the mitzvah of
tzedakah, setting aside portions
of our earnings and our time to
provide for those in need. These
acts bring us closer to fulfilling
the prophetic call to translate the
words of Torah into the works of
our hands.
11) We are Israel, a people
aspiring to holiness, singled out
through our ancient covenant
and our unique history among
the nations to ‘Struggle with
God’, to do the best we can for
the universe in often complex and
competing challenges. We are
linked by that covenant and that
history to all Jews in every age
and place.
12) We are committed to Medinat
Yisrael, the State of Israel,
affirm its right to exist in safety
and security, and rejoice in its
remarkable accomplishments.
We affirm the unique qualities
of living in Eretz Yisrael, the
land of Israel, and encourage
aliyah, immigration to Israel, for
all who wish. We are committed
to a vision of the State of Israel
that promotes full civil, human
and religious rights for all its
inhabitants and that strives for a
lasting peace between Israel and
its neighbours.
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SPECIAL FEATURE
A R E C E N T S E R M O N G I V E N BY J O N AT H A N TA F T

Dvar Torah Mishpatim

“Nefesh takhat nefesh, ayin takhat ayin,
shen takhat shen, yad takhat yad, regel
takhat regel”. These famous verses from
this Parsha translate as “Life for a life, eye
for an eye, tooth for a tooth, hand for a
hand and foot for a foot”.
In law, this is the Lex Talionis principle, the Law of
literal Retribution.
And doesn’t that just sum up us legalistic Jews?
We are perceived as obsessed by the minutiae of
laws of ritual and behaviour. This stereotype is
prominent in Shakespeare’s “Merchant of Venice”.
Shylock demands his “pound of flesh.” “If you
wrong us shall we not revenge?” Portia then gives
the famous “the quality of mercy is not strained”
speech, before mercilessly humiliating Shylock.
Haven’t we all heard hints, sly innuendo that we
should give up on trying to bring elderly, frail
Holocaust perpetrators to justice after all these
years; that we should “forgive and forget” (in the
words of a certain Victorian ex-Premier).
We are often accused of following an old fashioned
harsh primitive religion and a vengeful God, devoid
of love and compassion. The charge is based on a
New Testament attribution to Jesus: You have heard
that it was said, ‘An eye for an eye and a tooth for
a tooth.’ But I say to you; “If anyone strikes you on
the right cheek, turn to him the other.”
Actually, this “Mishpat” is greatly
misunderstood and misinterpreted. Jewish
tradition teaches something quite different.
In Babylonian and Roman societies, Lex
Talionis; vengeance ruled, and justice was
meted out accordingly. When someone
knocked out your eye, you knocked out both
of his or her eyes. If someone broke your
leg, you would be tempted to cripple him or
her in retaliation. Our tradition recognizes
the power of human nature and that in
most societies, human nature, in its worst
manifestations, was often permitted to rule.
Our ancestors placed a limit on what is fair
and permissible. It is not about revenge, it’s
a metaphor, meaning that the punishment
should be proportional to the crime. “Let
the punishment fit the crime” in the words
of The Mikado song.
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Let me mention another famous verse from the
Torah from Shoftim, which means judges. “Tzedek
Tzedek Tirdof. Justice, justice shall you pursue!”
This is our friend Mathi’s Bat Mitzvah Parsha. If all
the text could be summed up in one word, it would
be “Justice”. We read that judges are appointed
by us. They must be accessible. They must be
unbiased. They must not take gifts. Judges and
Kings must be informed by divinely inspired laws.
We must accept their judgements unreservedly.
Unjust predatory societies, where the strong prey
on the weak, officials take bribes for favours, and
police and courts serve only themselves and their
rulers, are still widespread around the world. Where
are the entire world’s refugees coming from, and
where are they trying to get to? Of course, from the
most corrupt nations, and they are desperate to get
to the most fair, just and transparent nations.
Tzedakah is charity given to serve justice. Charity
is commanded, it’s a mitzvah, a good deed that is
commanded. Charity is obligatory because it is just.
The same word root gives us a Tzadik, a righteous
person. A Tzadik is an active seeker and pursuer of
justice. Elie Wiesel said “there may be times when
we are powerless to prevent injustice but there
must never be a time when we fail to protest”.
Seeking justice is not a solely Jewish notion
of course, but the Jewish emphasis on justice
has influenced much of the world through the
Abrahamic faiths. Albert Einstein, a proud Jewish
atheist said “the pursuit of knowledge for its own
sake, a fanatical love of justice, and the desire for
personal independence are the features of the
Jewish tradition which make me thank my stars
that I belong to it.”
Any number of Mother Theresas don’t compensate
for an unjust society. We pursue “Mishpat Tzedek”
or righteous justice, judgement tempered by mercy.
Pursuit of justice will bring us closer to perfecting
the world, Tikkun Olam.
Let me finish with the beautiful words of Amos;
“Let justice well up as waters, righteousness as a
mighty stream”.

NOTICE OF AGM | CONGRATULATIONS TO TANYA WARMS

Notice of Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting for The Leo Baeck Centre
for Progressive Judaism will be held on Sunday, 30 May,
2021, from 3pm at LBC or on-line. The link will be made
available via e-Profile in May.
All material for the Annual General Meeting will be
available on the Leo Baeck Centre website
(https://lbc.org.au/).

2021 AGM

The ordinary business of the annual general meeting is
as follows:
(a) to confirm the minutes of the previous Annual
General Meeting;
(b) to receive and consider:
(i) the 2020 annual report on the activities of the
Association; and
(ii) the 2020 financial statements of the
Association;
(c) to determine the amounts of the annual subscription
and joining fee;
(d) to elect the members of the Committee of
Management (previously the Board);
(e) to appoint the Honorary Auditor(s) and Solicitor(s)
of the Association.
Special business of the Annual General Meeting is
(a) Special resolution to accept updated Rules for the
Association.

PROXY
If you cannot attend the Annual General Meeting, please
consider assigning a proxy to represent you. The Form
of Appointment of Proxy is available from the LBC
website or by asking the office (office@lbc.org.au). We
request the proxy form be delivered to the Honorable
Secretary via office@lbc.org.au by 3pm, Friday, 28 May,
but in any event, no later than 24 hours prior to the
meeting.

Congratulations to
Tanya Warms

our Volunteers’ Coordinator. She has been
endorsed by Volunteering Victoria as a
Professional Leader of Volunteers for 2021

Healing of the Body, Healing of the Soul

Leo Baeck Centre
FOR PROGRESSIVE JUDAISM

LBC ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
SUNDAY 30 MAY
from 3PM

NOMINATIONS FOR THE
COMMITTEE
Should you wish to nominate yourself or
another for LBC's Committee of Management
(previously the Board), please download a
nomination form from the LBC website or
request one from the office (office@lbc.org.au).
We request completed forms be lodged with
the Honorary Secretary before 3pm on Tuesday
25th May 2021 via the Leo Baeck Centre Office
PO Box 430, Kew East, 3102 or office@lbc.org.
au.
Forms should be accompanied by a short bio
of the nominee in the text of an email or a
Word attachment to be posted to LBC’s annual
general meeting website pages.
Any questions can be directed to the office at
office@lbc.org.au.

This is confirmation of Tanya’s hard work and
dedication to MannaCare and their volunteers
(and ours at LBC).
This is what Tanya said:
“I am pleased to have my continuing professional
education for 2020 endorsed by VV. It is great to have
the acknowledgement for the work I do at MannaCare,
behind and in front of the scenes, and I look forward
to continuing the same program in 2021.”
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MEMBERS' PROFILE - RUTH AND MICHAEL TAFT

Ruth and
Michael Taft
Michael and Ruth, pillars of the LBC
community, always ready to step in
when help is needed. Here is their
story.

P

olish born Julia Pfeffer,
Ruth’s mother, went to
Vienna as a 3 year old and
lost her father fighting during
WWI. Ruth’s father, Hans Knopp,
a bookkeeper, was born in Vienna,
his mother having moved there
from Czechoslovakia. Julia and
Hans married in 1937 and with
the onset of the Anschluss in
1938, chose to leave. Julia, a
student at the conservatory, was
caught by the Nazis and suffered
the indignity of having to scrub
the pavement with a toothbrush.
Unable to obtain a working
permit in the UK, the parents
took advantage of the “Plough”
scheme which sent people to
the colonies to manage farms
for locals in the forces. Julia and
Hans, together with his mother,
were sent to Kenya where they
managed a coffee plantation
during the war years. Ruth’s
maternal grandmother remained
in Vienna.
Ruth was born in 1948 in a small
Kenyan village, Nakuru, famous
for its flamingoes. A barn was
converted to a Shul and a German
cantor took on the role of Rabbi.
With independence imminent, in
1963, Hans came to Melbourne
to find work and was followed 6
months later by Ruth and Julia.
After completing year 12 at Mac
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Rob Girls High School, Ruth
completed a BA at Melbourne
University, majoring in Indonesian
and French. Subsequent to
teaching English to international
students and working in a health
food store in London, Ruth
taught Indonesian and French
at Camberwell Grammar Boys
School and then at Loreto,
Mandevillle Hall.
Hans joined the Toorak Shul in
Melbourne prior to the family
being invited to join the LBC in
1964 by their Kenyan friends,
Stephanie and Robbie Heller.
Michael’s zionistic maternal
grandparents, Esther, a
dressmaker, and Maurice
Lubranizki, an architect, moved
from Poland to Palestine. Maurice
used his skills helping to build
the Suez Canal, and in Tel Aviv
he designed residential and
commercial buildings. Arriving in
Melbourne in 1928, they set up
home in East Melbourne where
Maurice pursued his architectural
career. During the depression he
sold clothes from a suitcase in the
country and Esther rented a home
in Horsham where they opened
a clothes store. A small Jewish
community gathered in Horsham
and a chazan came for the High
Holy Days.

Esther and Maurice’s daughter,
Suzanne, known as Sue, met Ron
Taft while studying medicine
at Melbourne University and
was invited to his 18th birthday
celebration, attended by the
Australian born Alec Taft. Sue
and Alec married in 1943 and
Michael joined the family in 1945.
His younger sister, Michelle,
is a retired oncologist. Sadly,
Michael’s father, who had worked
in the family enterprises, the pen
shop and sock factory, died when
Michael was 12 years old. Michael
spent years 9 - 12 as a boarder at
Scotch College where he felt like
“a fish out of water”.
Before completing an
accountancy course, Michael
changed direction and studied
to be a radio presenter. He was
invited to join a Portland radio
station prior to other country
stations. While working in
Shepparton, Michael attended
a young adults dance at LBC
organized by Norbert Graetzer
and met Ruth who was just
back from London. They
married in 1974 and Michael
obtained a Melbourne position
as a continuity announcer for
the ABC, reading news, doing
interviews and presenting
music, in particular, weekend
“Sounds of the 70s”. In 1979,

MEMBERS' PROFILE ...continued | SOUFFLÉ RECIPE
together with Esther (b ’76)
and Simon (b ’78), the family
moved to Christmas Island where
Michael was seconded by the
Department of External Affairs
to run the local radio station,
the only source of news and
sporting schedules for the local
multi ethnic community. Ruth
did emergency teaching. Back
in Melbourne, Michael’s career
included administrative work for
Radio National, as a producer in
the religious department and the
local Sound Bank department
sending programmes to regional
ABC stations.
Even on Christmas Island the
family celebrated Shabbat and
Seders with another Jewish
family. Back home, High Holy
Days were celebrated with the
extended family. Michael Torop
invited Michael to assume the

role of Shammas at the LBC. This
became a part of his life which he
continues to fulfill today, where,
in his own words, ”beautiful
humanity is expressed in words
and music”. Being aware of the
LBC environment, nothing misses
his eye and he will either notify
the appropriate person to rectify
the situation or do it himself.
Michael also contributes to
Courage to Care and B'nei B’rith.
Ruth’s voluntary roles at LBC
have included teaching at Sunday
School, running the “Active
Retirees” programme, she was
an active member of the Care
committee and has recently taken
on the role of Profile editor. Both
Michael and Ruth are recipients of
a Ner Tamid Award.
Their daughter, Esther, completed
year 12 at MLC prior to studying

for a BA and a Graduate Diploma
in Human Resources. Having
studied law subjects related to
immigration, she now works as an
immigration agent. Married in ’84,
her daughter Keira (14 years) is a
skilled gymnast and has recently
taken up diving. Simon attended
Camberwell Grammar School,
completed a First degree in
Business at Swinburne University
and now works as Infrastructure
manager in the Department of
Justice. His 16 year old son,
Julian, attends Camberwell
Grammar.
Michael and Ruth have travelled
extensively and now in retirement,
alongside family and their
voluntary roles, Michael enjoys
piano lessons and gardening while
Ruth indulges in reading, cooking
and craftwork.

Something different for Shavuot
CHEESE SOUFFLÉ
60g butter
60g plain flour

(SOUFFLÉ AU FROMAGE)
Preheat oven to 200
degrees and butter a large
soufflé dish

200g grated cheese

Melt the butter in a saucepan
over low heat and add the flour,
stirring, until the mixture foams.

4 eggs, separated

Gradually add the milk, stirring constantly,
until smooth and thick.

500ml milk

Ground nutmeg

Serve straight
away, otherwise
it will sink!

Add the cheese and nutmeg and then remove from the heat before
stirring in the egg yolks.
Beat the egg whites until firm and then gradually fold into the cheese
mixture.
Pour into the soufflé dish and bake for 10 minutes.
Then turn the heat down to 180 degrees and bake for a further 25-30
minutes until golden brown and risen.
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BACKGROUND TO RUTH’S NER TAMID AWARD

Background to Ruth’s Ner Tamid Award
At the UPJ online conference toward the end of last year, Ruth Taft was
selected to be a recipient of this significant recognition, although due to
the virus, it has not yet been personally awarded to her as yet.

BACKGROUND
Ruth Taft is perhaps the epitome of the ‘quiet achiever’, who has
contributed her personal and professional skills in a variety of settings
over many years.
Being a teacher is an essential part of Ruth’s character, and she has
taught French, German and Indonesian in several Victorian independent
schools. She was the chief examiner for VCE Indonesian exams and
headed the committee that wrote exams.

PARTICIPATION IN THE
LEO BAECK CENTRE
(LBC)
Ruth and husband Michael joined
the LBC in 1973, where both
of them became progressively
more involved in the life of the
congregation.
Ruth used her teaching skills to
teach at the Leo Baeck Sunday
School from 1985-1990. At that
time, before there were many
Jewish Schools in Melbourne,
over 40 students were enrolled
on average, each year.
With her excellent organisational
skills and ability to relate to
her peers, she was appointed
Coordinator of the Sunday
School in 1989. In this role, Ruth
did a tremendous job of liaising
with parents, students, rabbis
and of course other teachers to
ensure the standard of teaching
was high. Having children
herself also meant she knew
the pressures of managing day
school and Sunday School for
families.
Ruth’s caring nature was also
apparent in a role she took on
that benefitted the Victorian
Progressive community. For
two years (1996-1997) Ruth
worked for the Progressive
Jewish Funeral Service: Bet Olam.
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Although she was still teaching
full time, she took on the role of
‘standby’ every second weekend
from 5 pm Friday until 8 am
Monday.
Upon retirement from teaching,
Ruth initiated ‘Active Retirees’,
a group of ‘like minded’ and
recently retired LBC members
who were looking to make more
regular connections with other
LBC members. For several years
(2015-2018) she organised
monthly meetings for this group,
which consisted of activities
such as outings, in-house board
games, guest speakers and
lunches – to name but few. Again
she used her organisational
skills, not to mention her ability
to relate to others, to lead this
group.
In 2010, Ruth was involved in
updating LBC’s Cookbook –
‘Let’s Bake and Cook’. This was
a massive undertaking as she
and Fay Kaufman had to test all
the recipes that were donated by
members of the congregation,
edit the recipes and then collate
them to create the book’s second
edition. She did this in time for
LBC’s 60th Anniversary, and
sales of the cookbook were
a handy fundraiser for the
congregation.
For many years now (and
before the current restrictions)

Ruth has also supported
LBC’s Israeli dancing group,
which meets weekly and which
attracts participants from other
congregations and the wider
community. She has performed
with the group in a variety
of settings, including for the
annual Kew Festival, where
Israeli dancing is demonstrated
and shared with the general
community.
2020 has brought many
challenges for Ruth, but even
while staying at home to keep
safe, she has kindly again
used her skills to be Editor of
this congregational magazine,
‘Profile’ – produced bimonthly.
The role involves not only
receiving and editing articles
but also liaising with office staff,
Rabbi, President and Board, as
well as with our graphic designer.
Communal involvement with the
wider Jewish Community:
Ruth has been a member of B’nai
B’rith for many years. She joined
Hatikvah unit in the 1990s and
since then has been involved
in its activities and taken many
committee roles.
Most notably, Ruth has been
a member of the group that
produces hand-made ‘Calico
Dolls’. These important dolls are
donated to children at the Day
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Surgery Unit at the Royal Children’s
Hospital in Melbourne so that medical
staff can demonstrate to sick children
the procedures that the child will be
undergoing in hospital. So important
are these dolls that, after 30 years,
the dolls are still appreciated and
have become an important part of
the medical kit used by paediatricians
in the surgical ward. As the dolls are
then given to the children to take
home, this means that over 340 dolls
have to be made each year.
Being on the Hatikvah ‘Activities’
Committee for many years has
meant that Ruth has also organised
regular social activities for the Unit.
These always have a fundraising
component. There have been dinners
(e.g. Israeli or Mexican-themed
nights) with dancing, Melbourne Cup
lunches, collecting toys and food
for the Salvation Army. Fundraising
includes selling Entertainment Books,
film nights and an exciting major
event. Fundraiser profits are always
equally divided between the Israel

Commission and other Jewish
and non-Jewish charities.
Courage to Care (C2C) in
Victoria has also been the
lucky recipient of Ruth’s
involvement. She has worked
‘front of house’ using her
teaching skills to explain the
Holocaust and the effects of
bullying, racism, prejudice and
discrimination to youngsters.
Eventually, Ruth’s poor hearing
stopped her involvement with
students.
In general, Ruth has always
been more than happy to step
in and lend a hand whenever
she notices a task that needs
to be done. For example, when
she organises something, she
willingly turns her hand to the
whole range of tasks required,
such as booking the venue,
making phone calls, cooking
and cleaning up.

FINALLY
Ruth and her husband Michael
are a team. Her support for his
major role in keeping the LBC
congregation going (Shammas,
member/head of the Ritual
Committee, lay leader, etc.),
she often sits quietly in the
background, as do many of
her other achievements. It is
now time for our community
to recognise Ruth in her own
right for her contributions
over many years and in many
areas to LBC and to the Jewish
community more generally.
For her advanced skills
of teaching and her
organisational ability, we
highly recommend Ruth for
a 2020 Ner Tamid Award in
recognition of the exemplary
work she had done for others
through LBC, B’nai B’rith and
Courage to Care (Vic).

We will be running another Torah reading group from May, preparing to read from Parshat Nitzavim
(‘You are all standing here gathered before God’). The class will be 3-4.30pm on Sunday afternoons.
One or more people will be treating this as their adult Beit Mitzvah and we’d be delighted if you’d like
to do the same, or just join us for the challenge!
First meeting: 9th May
Second session: 6th June
Third session: 20th June
BRE AK
Fourth session: 18th July
Fifth session: 1st August
Sixth session: 15th August
Rehearsal: Sunday 29th August
Service: Saturday 4th September

PREPARE TO READ

TORAH
BOOK NOW

You will need to
know your letters
and vowels to
participate – Rabbi
Jonathan has
a self-learning
book for adults
available to
achieve this
starting standard
if you wish.

Full Course
cost is $99

We will
need a
minimum of 4
participants.

https://www.trybooking.com/BPPIG or call office, 9819 7160
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LBC COMMUNITY CALENDAR

04 April 2021

Nisan • Iyar 5781

Thu 1 Apr 2021 | 19 Nisan

Tue 20 Apr 2021 | 8 Iyar

•

•

8pm B’yakhad: LBC's singing group

9:30am Israeli Dancing

Fri 2 Apr 2021 | 20 Nisan

Fri 23 Apr 2021 | 11 Iyar

•
•

•

9:15am Friday Morning walks
5:45pm SPROUT Netzer-inspired service online

Sat 3 Apr 2021 | 21 Nisan
•

10am SHABBAT SERVICE (both in-person and
online)

Tue 6 Apr 2021 | 24 Nisan
•

9:30am Israeli Dancing

Fri 9 Apr 2021 | 27 Nisan
•

9:15am Friday Morning walks

Sat 10 Apr 2021 | 28 Nisan
•

•

Sat 24 Apr 2021 | 12 Iyar
•
•

10am SHABBAT SERVICE (both in-person and
online)
12noon LBC Studio: Linda Stern, The History
of Jewish New York followed by KHAVURAH
LUNCH

Tue 27 Apr 2021 | 15 Iyar
•

9:30am Israeli Dancing

Fri 30 Apr 2021 | 18 Iyar
•

9:15am Friday Morning walks

10am SHABBAT SERVICE (both in-person and
online)

Sun 11 Apr 2021 | 29 Nisan
•

9:15am Friday Morning walks

New Caretaker

10:30am LBC Book Club 'Otherland' by Maria
Tumarkin (online only)
4:30pm Jewish Jam

Tue 13 Apr 2021 | 1 Iyar
•

9:30am Israeli Dancing

Wed 14 Apr 2021 | 2 Iyar
•

7:30pm Deborah's Well

Thu 15 Apr 2021 | 3 Iyar
•

8pm B’yakhad: LBC's singing group

Fri 16 Apr 2021 | 4 Iyar
•
•
•

9:15am Friday Morning walks
5pm Intro to Judaism class
6:30pm Kabbalat Shabbat musical service

Sat 17 Apr 2021 | 5 Iyar
•
•

10am SHABBAT SERVICE (both in-person and
online)
6:30pm YOM HA'ATZMAUT DINNER (in-person)
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We are delighted to announce
that Richard Ormsby has joined
us as our Caretaker, and as you
come back to LBC you will see how
beautifully and carefully he has
already started looking after both
buildings and gardens. With JulieAnne as the friendly face and voice
of LBC, and Paul as our efficient
and helpful book-keeper, Richard
completes our enthusiastic and
capable team for 2021.

LBC COMMUNITY CALENDAR

05

May 2021

Iyar • Sivan 5781

Sat 1 May 2021 | 19 Iyar

Mon 17 May 2021 | 6 Sivan

•

•

10am SHABBAT SERVICE (both in-person and
online)

10am SHAVUOT SERVICE with Yizkor (both
in-person and online)

Sun 2 May 2021 | 20 Iyar

Tue 18 May 2021 | 7 Sivan

•

•

10:30am SH'MA

9:30am Israeli Dancing

Tue 4 May 2021 | 22 Iyar

Thu 20 May 2021 | 9 Sivan

•

•

9:30am Israeli Dancing

8pm B’yakhad: LBC's singing group

Thu 6 May 2021 | 24 Iyar

Fri 21 May 2021 | 10 Sivan

•

•

8pm B’yakhad: LBC's singing group

9:15am Friday Morning walks

Fri 7 May 2021 | 25 Iyar

Sat 22 May 2021 | 11 Sivan

•
•

•

9:15am Friday Morning walks
5:45pm SPROUT Netzer-inspired service

Sat 8 May 2021 | 26 Iyar
•

10am SHABBAT SERVICE (both in-person and
online)

Sun 9 May 2021 | 27 Iyar
•
•
•

10:30am SH'MA
3pm Torah Reading 1
4:30pm Jewish Jam

Tue 11 May 2021 | 29 Iyar
•

9:30am Israeli Dancing

Wed 12 May 2021 | 1 Sivan
•

•
•
•

9:15am Friday Morning walks
5pm Intro to Judaism class
6:30pm Kabbalat Shabbat musical service

Sat 15 May 2021 | 4 Sivan
•

Sun 23 May 2021 | 12 Sivan
•

10am SHABBAT SERVICE (both in-person and
online)

10:30am SH'MA

Tue 25 May 2021 | 14 Sivan
•

9:30am Israeli Dancing

Fri 28 May 2021 | 17 Sivan
•

9:15am Friday Morning walks

Sat 29 May 2021 | 18 Sivan
•
•

7:30pm Deborah's Well

Fri 14 May 2021 | 3 Sivan

10am SHABBAT SERVICE (both in-person and
online)

10am SHABBAT SERVICE (both in-person and
online)
12noon LBC STUDIO: David Mushin 'But if I
am only for myself… Reflections of working
with the Koori community' followed by
KHAVURAH LUNCH

Sun 30 May 2021 | 19 Sivan
•
•
•

10:30am SH'MA
10:30am LBC Book Club 'A Letter to Layla' by
Ramona Koval (online only)
3pm LBC Annual General Meeting

Sun 16 May 2021 | 5 Sivan
•
•
•

10:30am SH'MA
8am EREV SHAVUOT SERVICE
9pm Cheesecake and TIKKUN Study – theme
‘’Healing of the Body, Healing of the Soul.
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IN OUR COMMUNITY

Community Happenings April/May 2021
BIRTHDAYS

May

Shirley Polack’s 100th birthday!
APRIL
Julie-Anne Lilienthal

MAY
Hannah Goldblatt

Yaron Shamir

Valerie Falk

Martin Abraham

Charlotte Thomas

Zoe Bell

MAZAL TOV

Congratulations to Tanya Warms, our Volunteers’ Coordinator. She
has been endorsed by Volunteering Victoria as a Professional Leader
of Volunteers for 2021. This is confirmation of Tanya’s hard work and
dedication to MannaCare and their volunteers (and ours at LBC).
Mazal Tov also to Tanya and Ken – on the wedding of Hannah Opeskin
who, after a long courtship, married David Luchantonio in a small
ceremony at the Immigration Museum Courtyard in February. This
was the second attempt at a wedding after the pandemic forced them
to cancel a date back in July 2020.
Mazal tov to Dr Joshua Casan and his wife, Melissa on the birth of
Leo, a brother to Charlie, and also to the proud grandparents Philip
and Claire Casan.

WELCOME TO
NEW MEMBERS
AND FRIENDS

We welcome new and returning Members and Friends:
Celia Dann, daughter of our member, the late Zena Dann.
Rachel Popelka-Filcoff, David Filcoff, Katherine and Asher from
the USA and via Adelaide.
Michael and Sally Roth, who are currently living in the UK but
want to keep their connection with our community.
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IN OUR COMMUNITY

Condolences and Gratitude
Condolences to:
Nathan Moshinsky on the death of his younger brother Elijah, aged 75, in London.
Elijah was an internationally renowned opera and theatrical producer.
Jonathan and Margi Taft and Judi and John Banky on the death of their niece,
Gabi Besser.

GRATEFUL THANKS TO:
OUR DONORS (FOR THE PERIOD 1 JANUARY 2021 TO 10
MARCH 2021)

Hugh Berryman-Brook, Evelyne Perks and Joel Cohen, Sara
Cohen, Fay Kaufman, Ray and Ilana Snyder, Tanya Warms
and Kenneth Opeskin, Gabriel Snyder and Sally Greenberg;
the Estate of Walter Kastelan (bequest to LBC), Valerie
Silberberg, Naomi Heller, Anonymous.
We thank repeat donors on this list and apologise for any errors
or omissions.

OUR VOLUNTEERS
Ruth Taft, Michael Taft, Tanya Warms, Sharene Hambur,
Albert Isaacs, Mannie Gross, Elisabeth Holdsworth, Regina
Bron, Rena Lopata, Alan Feldman, Fay Kaufman, Ailsa Jean,
Tom Beer, Jane Beer, Rob Kendall, Hugh Berryman-Brooke,
Tony Kerron, David Rooseboom, Alan Harvey, Sue Rose, Jon
Taft, Joel Cohen, Rebecca Lubansky, Caroline Oblak

Walter Kastelan
was a familiar
and cheerful face
at LBC and set
an example of
commitment to the
community, and
we are delighted
to acknowledge
a substantial
bequest to the congregation. We hope
that other members will also consider
such a bequest, to help to maintain
our community for future generations.
We again extend our condolences to
Veronica and the family.

What's On
Fundraising Cabaret, Auction and Fun at LBC

Ring Ring!

Date: 9 October
Time: 7:30pm to 9:00pm
The Fundraising group is organizing a silent and live auction
and other fun to be held on 9 October, from 7:30pm at LBC.
We already have some fantastic items lined up including
holiday homes, house plants, art work, and original carpentry.
Please let us know if you have items you could donate – big or
small!
We’re also looking for some musicians and other talent for
entertainment. Please contact Tanya (0418 422 332/tlwarms@
gmail.com) or Deborah (0451600805 / debnaki@hotmail.com) if
you can help.
More details in the next edition of Profile!

On 6 June, the Fundraising
group and other volunteers are
hoping to give you a call during
the day. We hope you'll take our
call! We would like to update you
on our ideas - and hear yours.
Don't be surprised to see one
of our numbers showing up on
your phone on that day. If you
would like to join us in calling
around to Members and Friends,
please let the Office or Deborah
know (0451600805 / debnaki@
hotmail.com).
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GROUPS AND BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

Leo Baeck Management Directory at a Glance
LEO BAECK COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT [BOARD]
President: Gillian Lubansky

Board Members:

Vice President: Deborah Ogawa

Stephen Hacker

Martin Abrahams

Hon. Secretary: Michael Polack

Dr Jonathan Taft

Matthew Rose

Co-Treasurers: Ellis Edwards & Mark Pryor

Michael Taft

Karen Silberberg

Immediate Past President: Jim Beck

Lisa Sylvan

Caroline Oblack

Ex-officio: Rabbi
Jonathan KerenBlack

OUR COMMUNITY IS RUN BY THE FOLLOWING GROUPS
Group

Chaired by

Group

Chaired by

Ritual/Service Music

Michael Taft

Deborah’s Well

Janet Wolf Bau

Membership

Dr Jonathan Taft

Communications

Caroline Oblak

Youth Education

Karl Charikar

Rejewvenation &
Community Action

Stephen Hacker

House of Study

Vacant

Leo Baeck Arts Committee Val Silberberg

Care

Alan Feldman

Israeli Dance

Michael Taft

House

Regina Bron

Jewish Jam

Tanya Warms

Security

Tanya Warms

Walking Group

Kathy Deutsch

Technical I.T. Hardware/
Software

Vacant

Fundraising

Deborah Ogawa

The Zwinger Library

Terri Nathan

VOLUNTEERS ARE
ALWAYS NEEDED
IF THESE GROUPS APPEAL TO YOU PLEASE
EXPRESS AN INTEREST TO THE GROUP'S CHAIR
OR VIA ‘THE OFFICE’.
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ZWINGER LIBRARY RERPORT | BOOK CLUB

Zwinger Library Report
https//ZwingerLBC.librarika.com
Welcome to 2021. As of February this year, we were
finally able to go back into the library.
Thank you to all those people who have donated
books - I am going through and processing them now.
We have had some great news: Tanya Warms, with
help from Julie Contole and in consultation with
myself, applied for a Library Grant from the City of
Boroondara and we have been successful. With the
monies from this grant, we will be able to update
our library furniture and any computer equipment
requirements. Any money left over will go towards our
library subscriptions.
Pesakh is almost upon us, take a moment to look at
some of the books relating to Pesakh on our table in
the foyer.
Terri Nathan (Zwinger Library Co-ordinator)

Book club
Sunday 11th April
(online only), 10.30am

Sunday 30th May
(online only), 10.30am

“Otherland” by Maria
Tumarkin: the author
takes her Australian born
teenage daughter on a
journey to Russia and the
Ukraine, where she grew
up. The story covers an
array of histories and
experiences on different
continents.

“A letter to Layla”
by Ramona Kowal:
In her letter to her
granddaughter, Ramona
Kowal weaves her
research into the origins,
knowledge and stories of
humans

Editors’ note
Many thanks to all contributors to
this edition of our magazine. Please
note that the deadline date for the
June/July issue of this magazine
will be Monday 10th May.

This edition of Profile was edited by Ruth Taft and formatted by Jane Green from
EverlastingMagicDesign.
Opinions expressed in Profile are those of the writer and do not necessarily
represent the views of the President/s or Board of Management. Articles may be
edited for reasons of length or clarity. Advertisements will be accepted; contact
the office for details.
Profile is registered to Australia Post Publication No PP 325 999 10035
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